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Abstract
Applications designed to support t k work of groups
will becoming increasingly important tof w e distributed
systems. This paper considers the role of distributed
systems within the development of cooperative systems.
In particular, we focus on the need to provide Open
CSCW systems and their impact on dism'bured systems.
The work currently being undertoken in Open Distributed
Systems (ODP)is used to highlight significant trendsfor
future open CSCW systems. It will be shown that the
CSCW and ODP community share mutual interests and
have complementary aims and goals developed from
merent perspectives.
Within the paper we provide a brief introduction to
CSCW highlighting the requirements CSCW places on
distributed systems. T k development of an environment
to support open CSCW systems is introduced and briefly
described. Finally, the relationships between requirements
and models for Open CSCW systems and the Basic
Reference Model of ODP are discussed

1. Introduction
Computer Support for Cooperative Work (CSCW)has
rapidly emerged as an identifiable research area over the
last six years and has undergone dramatic growth in this
time. The research undertaken by the CSCW community
combines a wide vaiety of disciplines each contributing a
different set of skills. Similarly, the various systems
which have emerged have adopted a multiplicity of
approaches and techniques.
Distributed systems play a central role in many of these
systems and it is likely that CSCW will provide a
significant application area for future distributed systems
[ 11. The needs of CSCW systems will most likely play a
significant role in shaping many features of future
distributed systems. It is therefore imperative that future
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distributed systems developers are aware of the
of csCW systems.
Many existing CSCW systems have tended to ignore
the existence of other systems and styles of support. In the
same way that user isolation limited the usefulness of
personal computers it important that CSCW developers
avoid a blinked outlook in the development of their
systems and attempt to develop "open" CSCW systems.
The distributed computing community have been
examining the provision of open systems for some time
and much of this work is now reflected in the work of
ODP [21.
We believe that both the CSCW and ODP community
share mutual interests and have similar aims and goals
which have emerged from different perspectives. ODP
S t Z i l N h htion considers the portability, interworking and
distribution problems of distributed computer systems. In
contrast,CSCW has a focal point on the use of computers
to support groupwork which need to be open to both users
and other systems.
require"

2. CSCW Systems
The term CSCW was originally coined by Greif and
Cashman in 1984 [3] as a shorthand way of refemng to
the interestsof a number of researchers involved in the use
of computem to support user groups. The area has evolved
over the last five years to combine the understanding of
the nature of group working with the enabling
technologies of computer networking, systems support
and applications. It is now recognised that CSCW is
inherently a multidisciplinaryresearch topic and requires
the application of a number of disciplines including
sociology, organisational science, psychology and
computer science. Readers are referred to [4,5.6] for a
mare complete review of B C W research.
The wide variety of CSCW systems developed to date
reflect the many different views of cooperation which
currently exist within CSCW. Two principal
characteristicscan be used to describe CSCW systems:-

i) Theform of interaction sypported
CSCW systems are primarily concerned with
supporting a number of users moperam
' gtoaddressa
particular problem, or range of problems. The nature of
this cooperation can be distinguished by the way in
which the group members interact. People either
interact and coaperatesynchronously orasynchronouszy.
Synchronous interaction requires the presence of all
cooperating users while asynchronous cooperation
occurs overa longer timeperiod and does not require the
simultaneous interaction of all users. Synchronous
systems are characterised by desktop conferencing
systems [7] such as Shared X [8]. The majority of
Asynchronous system are based 8tMuRd either message
systems P,lOJ or computer conferencing systems [ll].

3. The need for open CSCW systems
The current generation of CSCW applications provide
diveme models and mechanisms aimed at supporting either

a particular oooperative activity or class of activities.
These applications are often unaware of the existence of
other applications
and provide few mechanisms for
working in conjunctionwith other applications (figure 2).
Thus, users of a given CSCW application are presented
with aparticular inteqnetatiatof cmpemtive work and can
only work within the coniines of that closed world.

[la

ii) The geographical nature o f t k syszem

CSCW has traditionally considered the case of
geographically distriiuted groups. More recent " m h
has complemented this emphasis by considering the
support of face to face (or CO-located)meetings. As a
result cooperative systems are often considered as being
either remote or co-located. In this classifidon the
division between remote and CO-locatedis as much a
logical concept as a physical measute and is conceaned
with the accessibility of users to each other rather than
their physical proximity. CO-located systems often
exploit purpose built meeting moms such as the
COLAB[12] at Xerox PARC. Remote systems include
more sophisticated distributed applications such as
multimedia c o n f d g systems 1131.
SOmTiw

@?Figuro 2. Independent CSCW applications

The reality of supporting cooperative work is that a
wide range of CSCW applications, each exhibiting a
distinctive model of cooperation,need to work in unison.
Consequentially, the role of the environment in which
CSCW systems exist becomes a crucial factor for the
future success of CSCW applications. A central aim of
such an environment is to p v i d e inmperabiititybetween
a variety of applications ensuring that CSCW applications
can work in harmony rather than in isolation of each other
(figure 3).
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Figure 1 The groupware tlmo space matrix
The two characteristics of interaction and geographical
location are often used as the basis of a simple
classification space for CSCW systems (figure 1). This
space allows the technical characteristics of the various
classes of system (or groupware) within CSCW to be
categorised and is often referred to as the groupware time

Flguro 3. The role of a CSCW environment

space matrix [14].

We see the provision of a CSCW environment as a
means of redising more "open" cooperative systems. As
CSCW applications become more widely available, it will
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become increasingly necessary to focus on an open
approach. Open CSCW systems should aim to allow a
multiplicity of approaches and paradigms to coexist. A
central aim of these systems, and as a result of a CSCW
environment, is to enable the coexistence of:

appropriateaccess control mechanisms.
(Traditionally,roles have been used to signify
dm2wltaccessrightsof users.)
facilities for mixed mediainformati0n.
secvices f o r k access and exchange of
infonnationbetweencscwandnan-csCW
applicationS
Support for the distribution of information across
an number of machines; including where
applicable poriabletpmod complten.
Smoothintegrationandutilizationofstandard
informationrepositories, for example, the X.500
diffctopy senice [lq.

remote/localcooperation.
personal/groupworking.
synchrond-hus
working.
In addition, the problems of developing open CSCW
systems are compounded by the strong inter-relationship
between CSCW systems and the activities of the
organisation in which they exist. CSCW applications do
not exist in isolation but are an integral part of the
activities which take place within the Organisationthey ~ I E
embedded. As a result, cooperative working needs to be
considered in terms of numerous related activities
occurring within an organisational environment. It is
important that a CSCW environment allows these
activities to be inter-related. However it should be stressed
that we do not foresee the development of open CSCW
systems allowing a standard model of e i k coaperation or
organisations. In contrast, open CSCW systems will
allow a greater diversity of cooperation techniques to work
together.

Supportfor Communication

Communication plays a vital role in cooperation and it
is important that this role is reflected within a CSCW
environment. Subsequentially. a CSCW environment will
need to provide a range of communication services which
should include:
support for a wide range of media, including
telefaxandwhereapplicablepaper

communication.
The provisionof many different f m s of
communication, including both real-time and

4. Open CSCW systems requirements

asynchronouscommlmication.

The identification of a range of requirements for a
CSCW application environment provides the starting
point for the development of open CSCW systems. The
requirements1 presented here are by DO means complete
but are intended to illustrate requirements which are
characteristics and distinctive of CSCW systems. We
believe that these requirements will directly impact future
distributed systems.

Support for interchange across communication
media.
Traditionally communication support for CSCW
systems has been provided by asynchronous OS1
communication standards such as X.400. However, even
though these provide a useful basis they don't allow a
sufficiently diverse range of communication styles for
many CSCW systems. Accordingly most CSCW
applications adopt and augment these basic services for
their own purposes [9,10].

Support for Information Sharing

'Ihe sharing of information is an essential precursor to
cooperative working. It is important that pattems of
sharing are adopted within the environment which enable
effective cooperation to take place. ' h e environment needs
to provide a set of services which encourage the
cooperative sharing of information. These services should
include:
maintaining a knowledge base of people,
resources and on-going activities
mechanisms for modelling organisations.

Support for Activities
CSCW systems have a strong relationship with the
various organisational activities which they support. It is
essential hat a CSCW environment provides mechanisms

for representing the various relationships between these
activities. Additionally the environment needs to provide a
set of seavices to allow the management of these different
activities within the environment. These services might
incl&managing the membership of activities
sharing resources be€activities

1 ~ . n oyf these requiremmt welc either informed or confinned by m
international developax workshop [19] held as pu1 of ECSCWPl.
the reumd europun amfcrmce of CSCW. rad attended by over 40
developers.
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scheduling activities and monitoring the progress of
activities
mechanisms for negotiating the responsibility for
activities
mechanisms f a negotiating the division of
competence within activities
cOOrdinatiOclof activilies
"eservices needtobeprovidedinaneutralmanner
in order to allow as wide a range of CSCW systems as
possible to be supported by the tnvironment. No single
model of cooperatrm
'
isassdbutt'et&rsavicesshould
be provided to allow a range of diffemt models to exist in
unison.

Supportfor Tuibrability
Cooperative working is essentially a dynamic activity
and consequentially CSCW systems needbe malleableand
tailorable. As a result, systems and the environment
supporting them need to be tailorable both by developers
and usefs. This has two impartant coasequence. firstly, the
environment needs to provi& a set of services akin to a
developers toolkit to enable this tailorability. A more
important consequence. perhaps, is that the traditional
divide between users and d e v e l o p becomes less clear
with users having similar powers and status as system
developers. An investigation of the limits and bounds of
this tailorability and possible notations, languages, or
SeMCes to support this tailorability will be an important
am of research fafuture CSCW devekqem.
Supportfor Trtanqwency
cooperative activities are carried out by a "Distributed
Group": people who are located at possibly different
places, employed at different organisations, working at
different times, using different user-group interface,
having slightly different goals, having different
understandings of the activities, language. competence,
culture, etc.
The CSCW environmentshould provide some degree uf
transparency to facilitate people uqembng fnnnMe!nXt
COOrdinates,tohidesomedimensiOtlSthatareunnecessary
for the cooperative activity and malres the system look
more complex. Significant dimensions include:
organisational (organisational uwurencss), temporal
(integrationof synchronousund asynchronous),linguistic.
cultural and physical units (distributedworking) [17].
A number of different fonns of transparency are
important to CSCW systems.
TranspurencyQorgunisutwn means that activities
need not dealing with the complexity of the possibly
different organisations involved. Interqpnisational

-

connectionsshould/couldhide thecomplexity of
different~d@erticulatofeacben~)

andintex-cxgdaional(firee~orothet)
policies. Somtimes, interaction is not possible due
to incompatibk policies (or cost too high).
Transporcncy oftime deals with thc mode of work,
synchronousor rrsynchronous.Tbe result of applying
this transpareacyis thatinterauial willbe
indeQcndentof the mode Ware using.
T r w ~ ~ @ v i e w m e t lth8tappkahscan
ns
be
m"i
a not in the way usem view data This
bansprwacy will not beusedin WYSIWYG
activities.

TrMsparcncy ofactivity means that a se4 of objects
cooperatinsinaneactivityneedsnotbeawareof
otherunrelatedob*rs present in rlE distriiuted
al~LThese-objecrs
can be located
in adiffireat bcation or in the same location but
participating in other activities. This helps activities
not to bedisturbed by other UNelatedactivities.
This section has highlighted a number of requirements
which are central to the development of a CSCW
environment. In order to further investigate these
reQuirements and to develop mechanisms b which these
requirements can be met the MOCCA project has
adopted a model based approsch to their work. The aim of
the Mocca wo& is to identify and describe a set of models
which will act as a r e f m c e for future developers of a
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CSCW environment.

5 Models to support open CSCW
We are currently in the process of identifying and
developing a number of models which an? intended to
inform the development of future open CSCW systems.
The express aim of these is to develop a set of
recommendations for characterising cooperative systems.
The set of models that compose the environment model
will be used to determine the common functionality
required (i.e. the set of frurctionslservices provided) to
support CSCW systems and allow interaction across a
number of werent CSCW system. We have identified
five models which we believe are important to the
develojnnentof fume open CSCW systems.

The Organidonal Model
A central motivation for the development of open
CSCW systems and the Mocca project is the realisation

and open systems is reviewed. The following section
briefly relates how the models proposed within our work
relates to the cunent work of the ODP community.

that organisational context is crucial to the success of
CSCW systems. The aim of the organisatonal model is
to make explicit the sharing of organisational resources.
policies and regularim. The model is consaucted from a
set of organisational objects (e.g. resources, projezts,
people. roles), organimional relations and rules.

6. ODP and CSCW
In the previous chapters we discussed the need for open
CSCW systems and the requirements which we believe
need to be met by both applications and an distributed
systems support. The aim of open systems has been
examined by many researchers within the distributed
computing community particularly in the context of ODP.
This chapter briefly relates open CSCW systems to the
on-going W W I COf ODP.
The following sections investigate how the current
views of ODP meet the requirements of CSCW and how
the work being undertaken in the development of open
CSCW systems relates to ODP. It is important to
emphasize that ODP should not simply be regarded as a
framework for the development of open CSCW systems.
It is our belief that the concepts and models being
investigated within CSCW are relevant to ODP and have a
significant input to make in its future development.
More general remarks about the relation of CSCW and
ODP are presented in section 6.2.

The Inter-activiryModel
The notion of activities and roles support a variety of
CSCW systems. A number of different techniques are used
to represent activities and roles within different CSCW
systems. Consequentially, each systems has a different
perspective of both. Rather than finding a common
mechanisms for representing activities and roles the aim of
the inter-activity model is to allow the dependencies
between different activities and roles to be represented
within the environment
The InformationModel
Effective sharing of information is central to
cooperation and the role of information within cooperation
is crucial. However, each CSCW systems has a different
perception of information and sharing. The Mocca
information model aims to allow information used within
different CSCW systems to be represented extemally and
to be shared between systems. The model is expressed in
terms of information objects, the relationships between
these objects (e.g. composition, dependencies) and the
access to these objects.

6.1 The impact of CSCW on ODP
Rather than dealing with the full complexity of distributed
systems, ODP collsiders systems from five differentviewpoints (Enterprise. Information, Computation,
Engineering,and Technology Viewpoint). Each viewpoint
represents a Merent set of abstractions of the original
system, that is, a simplified view. The ODP design
trajectay [181prescribes that the design outline should
start with the selection of a viewpoint that is most
fcc the design and afchitectureof the considered
application. For CSCW applications this is eithex the
enteor infamation viewpoint. But also the ODPaspects visibility and transparency within the computation
viewpoint are of interest

The Communicatwn Model
Communication is an integral part of cooperation and
the support and representation of different patterns of
communication is central to a number of different CSCW
systems. In particular communication plays a vital role in
message based systems. The communication model aims
to represents communication in terms of the
communicators, the information objects they exchange,
and the context within which communication takes phce.

The User Expertise Model
The representation of users and user expertise are a
central feature of cooperative systems. The aim of the user
expertise model is to represemt the users expertise for use
by the environment and other systems. This models is
expressed in terms of user’s responsibility, which is
imposed by the organisation and user’s capabilities. which
describes the users individual SLiUs.

Enterprise and Ifonnation Viewpoint:
Activities, Roles and Sharing.
The support for activities required by CSCW systems
highlights aspects which are strongly related to the
enterprise viewpoint within ODP. The current view in
ODP is that enterprise and information modelling results
in a set of requirements and restrictions for the
computational model. This model is a structuring of the
functions identified in the higher models, in terms of
computational objects.

It is hoped that our investigarion into these models will
allow a greater realisaton of what the development of
open CSCW systems will entail. As part of this process it
is important that previous experience on standardisation
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appropriate presentation techniques to allow hanqmmcy
anditstaihing tobedescribed totheuser.

It seems sensible given the more active nature of
organisational components in CSCW systems that the
results of enterprise modelling should be used for m m
than simple input to the development of other viewpoints.
The enterprise viewpoint is the central u"for CSCW,
in the same way that the cOSnputatiOnal viewpoint within
ODP pvides a central focus for distributed systems.
It is important for the management of open CSCW
systems that knowledge central to enteqnise modelling is
supplied by an
service. Pemaps, within fume
ODP systems aimed at supporting CSCW applications the
organizational knowledge base Coslsidered in the Mocca
environment will be (Issociated to the trader, conmining or
dictating among other the trading policy.
"%e ODP community should also be conscious of the
problems that the office procedllreEnformation system
developers had to deal with. These were mainly the
problems of being to rigid and procedural in the
description of organisational activities and information
flow.Systems developed often foqot the human factor and
the fact that employees often don't behave as it is
prescribed in the organisational handbook. (Some people
are convinced that this is the only reason why large
companies survive.)
In fact, the modefig of organizational structures and
activities plays a sisnifcant role in the CSCW context,
Therefore, the various models for the description of offices
procedures as well as (group) activities 1161 developed in
that context are a valuable source for the development of
information and enterprisemodels.

6.2 The relation of CSCW and ODP
ODP and CSCW have different aims and requirements,
they look at "real world" f"different perspectives, and
try to solve different problems. As a result, they build
different models of the "real world" (related, but with
different taxonomies). One describes all possible
distributed systems, the other describes all possible
cscw Sysfems. In *to
satis@ the aims, in each case
choices are made. 'Ihesechoices will prescribe which of all
possible systems will qualify as open. Both, ODP and
CSCW choices are compatible, this implies that both
"RefModels"will be inter-related[151.
The next stage will be to defme standards for the
functions, mechanisms, information, etc. identified in the
model. Our view is that all possible Open CSCW
Systems can be collsideted as a s u k t of Open Distributed
Systems, that means that specific environment standards
will be a subset (or a specidisation) of specific ODP

standanls
Our approach to open CSCW systems has been based
on the development of an environment to support a
number of different CSCW systems. This approach is
similar to that adopted by the ODP community who have
also exploited the development of an ODP environment to
describe much of their work. A suitable ODP context for
the development of a CSCW environment is shown in
f i p 4.

The Comprctarion Viewpoint:
the aspects: visibility and transparency
The concept of user tailorability is central to CSCW
systems and as a result a need exists for system visibility
and transparency to the user. Of course, this is mainly
directed towards CSCW application devekqers,but it also
has a relevance for the underlying distributed system.
Within ODP these concepts am reflected by the so called
aspects: visibility and transparency. They play a central
role in the computational viewpoint and become central in
the discussion of distribution transparency.
The decisions involved in providing selective
distribution transparency is important and ODP has
considered the need to fully discuss the advantages and
disadvantagm of selective tmqarency. However, with
CSCW systems selection mechanisms shouldn't be
provided only far applicaton
and develapers. The
user centered view of CSCW systems means that the user
should be allowed to select their required transparency.
It is important that ODP investigate mechanisms of
providing user tailorability of transparency and provides
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Figuro 4 ODP and CSCW Environments
The CSCW environment is located between the basic

ODP environment and CSCW applications. However,
even applications which are not typically regarded as
CSCW applications, like document processing systems,
might use the CSCW environment when they are used in
a cooperative context, In that way a CSCW environment
augments ODP with CSCW specific functions and
requirements. This means that the ODP environment will
support all open CSCW Systems, but open CSCW
systems will be a subset of ODP systems.
Even though a set of similaritiesbetween ODP and the
approach towards open CSCW systems have been
identified, a difference regarding the intention of ODP and
the approach of open CSCW should be mentioned. It is
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the aim of ODP to mask distribution and to obtain
portability and interworking, i.e. to overcome the
heterogeneity between hardware, operating systems,
networks, programming languages. storage services,
administration, and management. In contrast the central
aim of an open CSCW environment is to overcome
heterogeneity between different classes of cooperative
applications. However, the both of tbese approaches are
strongly i n t e r d e p " t and it is likely that fuaue work on
both CSCW and ODP will mutually inform each other.

[7]

[8]
[9]
[ 101

7. Conclusions
[ 111

This paper has presented a brief introduction into
CSCW and has examined the need for open CSCW
systems as well as their requirements. The Mocca project
was introduced with its aim to develop an environment
which will support open CSCW systems. It was shown
that the experiew and approach of ODP can be a valuable
tool in realizing open CSCW systems in the future.
Similarly, the ODP standardhuh effort can benefit both
from the experience of CSCW application developers and
the requirements which CSCW systems place upon their
distributed platform.
The Mocca group will continue its work on a CSCW
environment. 'Ihe fume work will focus an the details and
interrelation of the models outlined in this paper. The
ODP work will be observed and included into our work
where applicable. We are looking forward to a very
interesting and exciting decade of new distributed CSCW
applications and we hope that our efforts towards open
CSCW applications will be anticipated.
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